Analysing the Spatio-Temporal Variations of Urban Street Summer Solar Radiation through Historical Street View Images: A Case Study of Shanghai, China
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Abstract: Understanding solar radiation in urban street spaces is crucial for comprehending residents’ environmental experiences and enhancing their quality of life. However, existing studies rarely focus on the patterns of urban street solar radiation over time and across different urban and suburban areas. In this study, street view images from the summers of 2013 and 2019 in Shanghai were used to calculate solar radiation in urban street spaces. The results show a general decrease in street solar radiation in 2019 compared to 2013, with an average drop of 12.34%. The decrease was most significant in October (13.47%) and least in May (11.71%). In terms of solar radiation data gathered from street view sampling points, 76.57% showed a decrease, while 23.43% showed an increase. Spatially, solar radiation decreased by 79.66% for every additional 1.5 km from the city centre. In summary, solar radiation generally shows a decreasing trend, with significant variations between different areas. These findings are vitally important for guiding urban planning, optimising green infrastructure, and enhancing the urban ecological environment, further promoting sustainable urban development and improving residents’ quality of life.
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1. Introduction
The process of urbanisation facilitates rapid changes in cities within a short period, and the study of changes in the built environment of streets and related elements has increasingly attracted attention [1]. The streets of a city not only connect the physical components of the built environment but also permeate the daily activities and life scenes of urban residents [2]. Urban streets serve as carriers of natural spaces in the city, providing residents with venues for various activities, socialising, and leisure [3]. Solar radiation in streets, as a key factor, significantly impacts the urban climate, energy consumption, and residents’ quality of life. The level of solar radiation in the urban street environment directly affects individual outdoor activity levels and the utilisation of urban spaces [4–7]. Moreover, due to its many influencing factors, the urban street environment often creates unique microclimates, which directly affect both the thermal comfort of the street environment and the solar radiation in urban streets [8]. Therefore, assessing solar radiation changes in urban streets based on the built environment plays a significant role in enhancing the urban environment and the quality of life for residents.

In summer, poor urban street thermal environments can have a significant negative impact on outdoor activities and the efficiency of outdoor work for city residents. Excessively cold outdoor urban environments can inconvenience city dwellers, while strong solar radiation in summer can greatly limit their outdoor activities [7,9]. Research indicates that approximately one-fifth of natural disasters in the United States each year are caused by
extreme high temperatures [10]. In the context of global warming, many cities are expected to experience more severe extreme high-temperature environments, which could lead to more serious natural disasters and consequences. One important environmental parameter affecting the thermal comfort of urban streets is the amount of solar radiation entering them [9,11]. However, the effect of solar radiation on pedestrian thermal perception differs between summer and winter. In winter, pedestrians prefer to be exposed to sunlight [5,9], but in summer, solar radiation is often considered uncomfortable, directly affecting pedestrians’ experiences on urban streets in summer. This is particularly important in countries and cities located in cold and temperate zones [6]. As urbanisation and urban planning progress, humanising urban spaces has become a focus, making the reduction of summer solar radiation in urban street design increasingly significant.

Solar radiation refers to the energy emitted from the sun in the form of electromagnetic waves that radiate onto the Earth [12]. This radiant energy is fundamental for all weather systems and biological survival on Earth, playing a crucial role in maintaining the Earth’s surface temperature and lighting conditions. Solar radiation primarily consists of direct radiation and scattered radiation. Direct radiation is the radiation that reaches the Earth’s surface directly from the sun, without being significantly scattered or absorbed by the atmosphere. Scattered radiation, on the other hand, occurs as sunlight passes through the Earth’s atmosphere and is scattered by atmospheric particles such as gas molecules, water droplets, and dust, thereby changing the direction of light propagation. These two forms of radiation together determine the total amount of solar radiation received at the Earth’s surface, thereby affecting the temperature of the surface and the adjacent air and forming specific microclimatic conditions.

The impact of solar radiation on urban microclimates is multifaceted and complex. An urban microclimate refers to the climate variation within a city, as compared to the surrounding suburbs, over a small area. This variation is primarily caused by factors such as the city’s architectural layout, materials, the degree of vegetation cover, and human activities [13]. As one of the key natural factors affecting urban microclimates, the influence of solar radiation is mainly manifested in the following aspects: Urban Heat Island Effect: In cities, a large number of buildings and artificial surfaces (such as concrete and asphalt) absorb and store solar radiation energy, resulting in higher temperatures in urban areas than in surrounding rural areas. This temperature difference not only affects the comfort of urban residents but also increases the energy consumption and air conditioning load of the city [14]. Surface and Air Temperature: On sunny days, the ground absorbs solar radiation and heats up, which, through heat conduction and convection, heats the air, leading to an increase in temperature. The uneven distribution of solar radiation also leads to temperature differences between different areas within the city [15]. Human Comfort and Outdoor Activities: The intensity of solar radiation directly affects the thermal comfort of urban residents and their choices of outdoor activities. In summer, strong solar radiation may cause the outdoor environment to overheat, reducing the comfort and willingness of people to engage in outdoor activities. In winter, suitable solar radiation can increase the frequency of outdoor space usage, improving people’s comfort [16]. Regulatory Role of Green Infrastructure: Urban green infrastructure, such as parks, green belts, and rooftop gardens, can regulate the effects of solar radiation by providing shade and through the transpiration of plants, thereby reducing surface temperatures, alleviating the urban heat island effect, and improving the urban microclimate. Furthermore, suitable greenery arrangements can optimise the utilisation of solar radiation, providing a more comfortable outdoor environment for the city [17].

However, due to the complex mechanisms between solar radiation and urban development [18], there remains a significant research gap. Firstly, previous studies on urban solar radiation have focused on measurements in special or key areas [19], with little attention given to the imbalances in development within and outside cities. Secondly, discussions and observations of the characteristic distribution of solar radiation in urban streets are often limited to the same temporal cross-section [20]. However, street view images possess
temporal attributes, satisfying the basic conditions for discussing multidimensional temporal cross-sections [21]. Relying solely on remote sensing data to simulate solar radiation in urban street canyons is challenging due to its specificity in modelling direct solar radiation to the ground. Moreover, street view images are captured from the perspective of the street, simulating the first-person view of a pedestrian. Thirdly, many urban models overly simplify the spatial geometric morphology within urban street canyons [8], often excluding the canopy of street trees, leading to an inability to incorporate the impact of urban street canyon spatial geometry on direct solar radiation and the thermal environment into calculations. To address these research gaps, we propose three research questions based on measurements of solar radiation changes in urban streets and the distribution inside and outside cities.

1. How can the distribution of urban street solar radiation over different temporal cross-sections be calculated using urban street view images from different years?
2. What is the overall trend of changes in urban street solar radiation over time?
3. Does the variation in urban street solar radiation in the inner and outer parts of a city exhibit consistency?

To address these research questions and explore the spatio-temporal distribution of urban street solar radiation, this study employed an analytical framework based on multi-year street view data. Firstly, the street view data underwent preprocessing to select images that met the specified criteria. Then, using deep learning for the semantic segmentation of fisheye street view images, solar radiation was calculated by overlaying the solar trajectory. Finally, the temporal and spatial characteristics of solar radiation were analysed and discussed. The changes in Shanghai were analysed as a case study. Another major contribution of this research is the proposal of a new method for efficiently exploring the spatio-temporal distribution of solar radiation using multi-year street view data.

2. Background and Related Works
2.1. Time Series Street View Research

Using street view images for urban space assessment is a popular method currently. Street view images offer a unique perspective of pedestrian activities, characterised by their wide coverage and detailed spatial acquisition. They have been employed in studies of urban environments and phenomena at various scales [22]. Street view images are typically processed using datasets from autonomous vehicle driving, as they share similar application scenarios in identifying built environment objects on roads. Examples include the ADE20K dataset [23] or the Cityscapes dataset [24].

Street view imagery is utilised for interpreting urban phenomena. It allows for a comprehensive assessment of green metrics in cities, such as the structure and quantity of urban greenery, through the detailed distribution of trees, shrubs, and herbs identified within the images. This imagery provides constructive suggestions for urban greening projects [25]. When combined with computerised object detection technologies, street view imagery also finds multifaceted applications in measuring the sky, including assessing sky openness [26], calculating the solar reflectivity of building façades [27], and measuring solar radiation. Additionally, street view imagery is extensively used in identifying economic indices [28,29] and traffic conditions [30,31], and in conjunction with other data types.

Street view data collected over multiple years can record the physical environment of city streets at different times, which is instrumental in providing strong reference points for urban planning and policy-making [32]. Second, by comparing street view data from different years, one can directly observe changes in city streets in terms of functional layout [33], green coverage [34], gentrification processes [35], and seasonal variations [36]. This reveals the evolutionary characteristics of streets during urban development and factors influencing urban renewal. Comparing street environments before and after policy implementation aids in understanding the effectiveness and sustainability of these policies, and offers valuable suggestions for policy optimisation [37]. Multi-year street view data can also reveal spatial differences and evolutionary processes in solar radiation across different
areas, helping to identify priority areas for urban street planning and providing a basis for targeted environmental interventions by urban planning and management departments.

2.2. Solar Radiation in Urban Areas

Solar radiation in urban areas is primarily discussed in terms of spatial distribution, influencing factors, and trends. Some studies focus on the spatial distribution characteristics of urban solar radiation, such as the impact of high-rise buildings, green coverage, and urban morphology. Research indicates that direct solar radiation in urban streets is often influenced by the tree cover ratio, geometric features of the streets, and the urban street network [5,6,8,38]. Streets with a higher height-to-width ratio typically have more shaded areas and a better thermal environment in the summer. The solar radiation received by urban streets is also affected by the spatial arrangement of surrounding buildings and the orientation of urban street canyons. Streets oriented east–west tend to receive more solar radiation, as their direction aligns with the direct angle of the sun. The orientation of the streets also influences the shading effect of trees on either side [39]. However, east–west-aligned street trees can provide better cooling effects in the microclimate of urban street canyons [40]. These findings highlight the regulatory role of urban street greening on the microclimate of urban street canyons. Despite the impact of the vertical structure of green vegetation in urban street canyons on solar radiation intake, this aspect cannot be reflected in remote sensing data [41]. Therefore, choosing appropriate data sources and technical methods for the efficient simulation and calculation of solar radiation is crucial.

2.3. Solar Radiation Simulation and Calculation

With technological advancements, researchers have proposed and developed various methods and tools to calculate solar radiation levels within street canyon networks. Numerical simulation models can reflect changes in spatial heterogeneity [42]. Models based on Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) software like FLUENT are widely used to study the urban climate and solar radiation levels [43]. Repeated simulations of urban areas, including complex built environments (comprising buildings, vegetation, and public infrastructure), require a higher computational power and longer analysis time. Due to high demands on computer performance and computational costs, CFD models are difficult for non-experts to use or apply in large-scale urban models [44]. Calculating based on remote sensing imagery is a classical method, computing canopy coverage, vegetation indices, etc., to explain the microclimate regulation role of urban street canyons. However, this only reflects the remote sensing imagery at a certain time and cannot simulate the solar radiation values influenced by complex street tree canopy structures and precise solar trajectories. With the prevalence of high-resolution digital model data, accurately simulating solar radiation in street canyons has become possible. Yet, these digital urban models often do not include the tree canopy layer.

Matzarakis et al. employed ground-based hemispherical images, in conjunction with onsite measurements, to precisely gauge solar radiation and thermal environments within urban street canyons [45]. This demonstrated that ground-based hemispherical images are a valuable supplemental data source when simulating and measuring solar radiation in urban street canyons. The use of these images allows for a more accurate consideration of the angle of solar incidence. Building on this, Li utilised urban street view images to measure solar radiation [46]. Another study measured the potential for photovoltaic power generation in city roads through street view images [47]. Traditional urban space solar radiation calculations primarily rely on manual surveys of small-scale spaces. Although these surveys achieve a high degree of accuracy, they are inefficient [16]. Utilising street view image data can effectively address this issue. This is because street view data are widely distributed in the majority of cities around the world, making it possible for researchers to analyse urban solar radiation on a large scale using street view images [47].
In summary, despite previous studies employing various methods to measure solar radiation, including street view data, there remains a gap in understanding the long-term variations in solar radiation in urban streets over multiple summers. Typically, research on solar radiation has focused on changes at the city-wide scale, overlooking the spatial differences between urban centres and suburbs. Therefore, this study integrates deep learning methods with the unique availability of large-scale street view data from the same locations over different time periods, to conduct a spatio-temporal analysis of a long-term solar radiation simulation and calculation in urban streets.

3. Methodology
3.1. Study Area and Data

This study selects the central urban area of Shanghai as the research area (Figure 1). Shanghai is an important Chinese city for finance, culture, and international openness. According to the data from China’s seventh national census, the total population of Shanghai is approximately 24.87 million. The central urban area is a highly developed region of Shanghai, accounting for more than half of the total population. The study area is located within the Shanghai Outer Ring Road, covering a land area of 664 square kilometres. This region is characterised by a diverse range of street canyon types, from the skyscrapers of the financial district to preserved traditional residential buildings. Shanghai has a subtropical monsoon climate, with an average annual temperature of 17.6 °C, 1885.9 h of sunshine, and 1173.4 mm of precipitation. Summers are typically very hot, with average temperatures exceeding 17.5 °C from May to October. The spatial variation of street canyon types and the relatively high summer temperatures make Shanghai an excellent case study area for examining changes in solar radiation.

The datasets used in this study include road network data, street view data, and solar position data. The road network data are downloaded from OpenStreetMap (OSM), extracting the road network of the central urban area of Shanghai. Subsequently, we generated 71,546 sampling points along the streets, with a distance of 50 metres between two neighbouring points (Figure 1). Then, using the coordinates of these sampling points,
we downloaded metadata from the Baidu website [46]. We screened all the sampling points for the historical collection time and season. The filtering criteria were as follows: 1. Data from both 2013 and 2019 are available. 2. The data collection time is between May and October. A total of 33,626 sampling points met these two conditions. For more information about Baidu Street View (BSV), please refer to the next section.

### 3.2. Multi-Year Street View Data Collection and Seasonal Filtering

In this study, in order to collect historical street view data for specific years, the process is divided into several steps. The first step is to download Shanghai’s road network through OSM and generate sampling points at 50 m intervals (Figure 1c).

The second step is to access the metadata of the point on the Baidu server through the latitude and longitude coordinates of the sampling points. The metadata contain more than ten types of information for the coordinates. The metadata used in this study mainly include the following types: ID (unique index number of the street view image), TimeLine (all historical data information existing for the coordinates), and MoveDir (the angle between the camera’s forward direction and the northern direction when shooting).

This is a BSV metadata example located at (longitude: 121.4953441, latitude: 31.2398195).

```
Metadata of BSV panorama
{"ID": "09000300121905211356019738P", "MoveDir": "65.649", "TimeLine": [
{"ID":"09000300121905211356019738P","IsCurrent":1,"Time":"day","TimeDir":"","TimeLine":"201905","Year":"2019"},
{"ID":"09000300121709121417093205B","IsCurrent":0,"Time":"day","TimeDir":"","TimeLine":"201709","Year":"2017"},
{"ID":"09000300001504110442569601A","IsCurrent":0,"Time":"day","TimeDir":"","TimeLine":"201504","Year":"2015"},
{"ID":"01000300001504110442569601A","IsCurrent":0,"Time":"day","TimeDir":"","TimeLine":"201310","Year":"2013"}]
```

In the third step, we collected all historical information and metadata for 71,546 street view points. This comprised a total of 214,377 data entries, which we analysed using the Pandas library to compile statistics on the historical information of these street views (Table 1). The statistical analysis revealed that large-scale data updates were conducted by the map providers in 2013, 2015, 2017, and 2019. Due to the defoliation of trees in winter and the reduced impact of solar radiation intensity on pedestrians’ subjective perception, we confined the time variable to data collected from May to October during the summer, excluding the winter period. Therefore, we excluded the year 2015. As we aimed to examine the trend of solar radiation over an extended period, we also excluded the year 2017. Finally, we selected street view points that had data from both 2013 and 2019, resulting in a total of 33,626 eligible sampling points.

### Table 1. Statistical analysis of temporal distribution of Baidu Street View data in Shanghai’s central urban area.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year/ Month</th>
<th>January</th>
<th>February</th>
<th>March</th>
<th>April</th>
<th>May</th>
<th>June</th>
<th>July</th>
<th>August</th>
<th>September</th>
<th>October</th>
<th>November</th>
<th>December</th>
<th>Sum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>2468</td>
<td>4245</td>
<td>7374</td>
<td>27,234</td>
<td>4425</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>45,747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>368</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>7072</td>
<td>6597</td>
<td>19,813</td>
<td>3025</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>72,204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>2732</td>
<td>336</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>3115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>2,036</td>
<td>997</td>
<td>805</td>
<td>18,440</td>
<td>12,856</td>
<td>5504</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>997</td>
<td>41,502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>2141</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>44,892</td>
<td>3,524</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>50,583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>403</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2022</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Step four, use the unique ID obtained in the previous step to fill in the URL for server access. Obtain the left and right halves of the panoramic image, both with a resolution of 512 × 512 pixels (Figure 2a). In the script we developed, stitching the left and right halves of the panoramic image together yields a complete street view panoramic image.

### a. Panorama metadata url

**Left panorama url:**
https://maps0.bdimg.com/?p=adata&sid=09000300121905211356019738R&pos=0_0&z=2

**Right panorama url:**
https://maps0.bdimg.com/?p=adata&sid=09000300121905211356019738R&pos=0_1&z=2

### b. Cylindrical projection

\[
x_c = \frac{\theta}{2\pi} W_c \quad y_c = \frac{r}{r_0} H_c
\]

\[
x = \frac{3\pi}{2} - \arctan\left(\frac{y - C_y}{x - C_x}\right), x < C_x
\]

\[
\theta = \frac{\pi}{2} - \arctan\left(\frac{y - C_y}{x - C_x}\right), x > C_x
\]

Known,
\[
C_x = C_y = \frac{W_c}{2\pi} \quad r_0 = \frac{W_c}{2\pi}
\]

\[0 < x < \text{width} \quad 0 < y < \text{height}\]

### c. Azimuthal projection

\[
C_x = C_y = \frac{W_c}{2\pi}
\]

\[
x_c = \frac{\theta}{2\pi} W_c \quad y_c = \frac{r}{r_0} H_c
\]

---

**Figure 2.** Using BSV panorama for azimuth fisheye view. (a) An example of a panorama metadata url, (b) a cylindrical BSV panorama, (c) the generated fisheye image based on the geometrical transform model, adjusted to generate the correct-orientation fisheye image.

### 3.3. Fisheye Image Generation and Azimuthal Rotation

After filtering the street view sampling points by season and year, panoramic street view images are collected through metadata (Figure 2a). In this study, we convert these BSV panoramic images from equirectangular cylindrical projection to equidistant azimuthal projection to create fisheye images [46]. The mathematical model for the conversion is detailed in Figure 2b. \(W_c\) and \(H_c\) represent the width and height of the panoramic image, so the radius of the fisheye image, \(r_0\), is \(W_c / 2\pi\), and the width and height of the fisheye image are \(W_c / \pi\). Thus, the centre of the fisheye image \((C_x, C_y)\) is calculated using Equation (1). For any pixel position \((x_f, y_f)\) in the fisheye image, the corresponding pixel position \((x_c, y_c)\) in the panoramic image can be obtained through calculation using Equation (2).

\[
C_x = C_y = \frac{W_c}{2\pi}
\]

\[
x_c = \frac{\theta}{2\pi} W_c \quad y_c = \frac{r}{r_0} H_c
\]
For any point in the fisheye image, the angle $\theta$ between the coordinates and the starting position, and the radius $r$ from the centre, can be calculated using Equations (3) and (4).

$$
\theta = \begin{cases} 
\frac{3\pi}{2} - \arctan\left(\frac{y_f - C_y}{x_f - C_x}\right), & x_f < C_x \\
\frac{\pi}{2} - \arctan\left(\frac{y_f - C_y}{x_f - C_x}\right), & x_f > C_x
\end{cases}
$$

(3)

$$
r = \sqrt{(x_f - C_x)^2 + (y_f - C_y)^2}
$$

(4)

The aforementioned mathematical model is used to transform street view panoramic images into fisheye images. However, panoramic images are entirely in the format of left vehicle rear and right vehicle front, so the generated fisheye images do not have their top side facing north in the actual geographical space. Therefore, it is necessary to use the angle between the camera and the north side when taking pictures, as collected in the metadata. The rotation angle is calculated using Equation (5). The OpenCV tool is used for image processing and rotation, with a consistent counterclockwise rotation applied. The fisheye image is rotated, so that its top side faces north in the geographical space (Figure 2c).

$$
\theta_m = \begin{cases} 
180 - \theta_n, & \theta_n \leq 180 \\
540 - \theta_n, & \theta_n > 180
\end{cases}
$$

(5)

In Formula (5), $\theta_n$ represents the MoveDir derived from the BSV panoramic metadata, while $\theta_m$ is the angle calculated for rotating the image counterclockwise using OpenCV, as shown in Figure 2c. This alignment allows the rotated fisheye image to share the same coordinate system with the sun path projection on a two-dimensional plane. Consequently, it becomes feasible to overlay the sun path with the fisheye image, facilitating the calculation of solar radiation in this study.

3.4. Calculating Solar Radiation over Many Years through Street Views

In the sweltering summer streets of urban canyons, street trees and buildings are the primary means of providing shade for pedestrians. As cities develop, buildings, being artificial structures, remain largely unchanged over an extended period, barring instances of demolition or new construction. Therefore, in the summer, the shade provided by trees becomes the most significant factor influencing the study of the radiant environment. By providing specific geographic coordinates (longitude and latitude), it is possible to calculate the precise movement path of the sun at any given moment. Subsequently, overlaying this data with a fisheye lens map allows for the calculation of the solar radiation ratio and its variations.

Calculating solar radiation requires considering the proportion of the sky in a fisheye image. Previous studies have employed threshold segmentation methods or machine learning approaches to identify differences in pixel colour between plants and the sky. With the development of deep learning, the use of mature image semantic segmentation technology can more accurately evaluate the proportion of the sky in fisheye images. We employed a pre-trained deep learning model based on the ResNet neural network architecture [23] (Figure 3a). Specifically, this architecture introduced the concept of residual structures, which significantly mitigates the issue of training difficulties in deep neural networks. This architecture is a classic network structure in image semantic segmentation tasks and is fully capable of meeting the accuracy requirements of this study. It should be noted that deep learning methods are only used for image semantic segmentation and cannot be directly applied to evaluate solar radiation.
a. Example of image semantic segmentation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time: summer 2013</th>
<th>Time: summer 2019</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Latitude: 31.2398195</td>
<td>Latitude: 31.2398195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longitude: 121.4953441</td>
<td>Longitude: 121.4953441</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b. The trajectory of the sun from May to October

Using Pysolar, the position of the sun can be precisely calculated based on geographical coordinates and time. As the sun changes position over the course of a day, its movement trajectory can be overlaid with a fisheye diagram to measure the duration of solar radiation. Figure 3b displays the sun’s movement trajectory for 2013 and 2019. The time frame is from May to October, on the 15th of each month. The movement trajectory is recorded every 10 min. If the sun is not in the sky area of the fisheye diagram, sunlight will be obstructed by plants and buildings. Our study is based on ideal conditions of clear weather without cloud cover, although there is a discrepancy with actual weather conditions. Nevertheless, this method of measuring solar radiation can provide scientific guidance for urban planning.

Solar radiation consists of direct radiation and diffuse radiation [48,49]. Based on fisheye images generated from BSV panoramas, reasonable predictions of solar radiation in urban streets can be made [50]. Therefore, in this study, we used fisheye image data from sampling points of two different years to calculate street radiation. For direct radiation, the calculation is based on the proportion of the intersection between the solar path and the sky pixels in the fisheye images. The calculation process can be expressed by Equation (6), where $h_1$ is the sunrise time, $h_2$ is the sunset time, $\theta_h$ represents the solar zenith angle at time $h$, and $B_h$ indicates whether the sun is obscured at time $h$, represented by the Boolean values 0 or 1.

$$PD = \frac{\sum_{h=h_1}^{h_2} B_h \cdot \cos \theta_h}{\sum_{h=h_1}^{h_2} \cos \theta_h}$$

Equation (6)

Diffuse radiation is a form of solar radiation scattered in the atmosphere. The amount of diffuse radiation can be estimated through the distribution of shading obstacles and
diffuse sky [50]. Assuming that diffuse radiation is uniformly distributed in the sky, the sky is divided into $8 \times 16$ sky sectors to create a sky map. The proportion of diffuse radiation reaching the ground can be predicted using Equation (7), where $G_{a,z}$ is the proportion of visible sky obtained from image semantic segmentation; $\theta_{a,z,2}$ and $\theta_{a,z,1}$ are the boundary zenith angles of the sky sector; and $\theta_z$ is the solar zenith angle at the centroid of the sky sector.

$$PF = \frac{\sum_{x=0}^{15} \sum_{z=0}^{7} G_{a,z} \cdot (\cos \theta_{a,z,2} - \cos \theta_{a,z,1}) \cdot \cos \theta_z}{16}$$

The total radiation for the streets can be calculated by adding the total direct solar radiation and the total scattered solar radiation [51]. The total direct solar radiation $R_{addi}$ and the total diffuse solar radiation $R_{addif}$ in Equation (8) are collected from ground station data. These data come from the National Solar Radiation Database (http://www.nrel.gov/rredc/). The average daily direct radiation and diffuse radiation in Shanghai from 1 May to 31 October 2013, were found to be 3602.597826 Wh/m$^2$ and 2591.847826 Wh/m$^2$, respectively. From 1 May to 31 October 2019, the average daily direct radiation and diffuse radiation were 3180.038043 Wh/m$^2$ and 2516.869565 Wh/m$^2$, respectively.

$$R_{month} = PD \cdot Rad_{di} + PF \cdot Rad_{dif}$$

In the final analysis of solar radiation, we calculate the average total solar radiation from May to October, represented respectively as $R_{may}$ and $R_{oct}$. For thermal comfort, the five-month average radiation index is denoted as $R_{c}$ (Equation (9)).

$$R_{c} = \frac{R_{May} + R_{Jun} + R_{Jul} + R_{Aug} + R_{Sep} + R_{Oct}}{6}$$

4. Results

4.1. Distribution and Trend of Solar Radiation over Time

Table 2 describes the distribution characteristics of solar radiation data in Shanghai for the years 2013 and 2019. Overall, the level of solar radiation in 2019 decreased by 12.34% compared to 2013. The greatest decrease occurred in October, with a reduction of 13.47%, while the smallest decrease was in May, at 11.71%. Kurtosis (kurt) in the table is a statistical measure used to describe the shape of the distribution of solar radiation data. Kurtosis measures the peakedness of the data distribution, assisting in understanding the distribution characteristics of solar radiation in a given month. The study results show that the kurtosis values for both 2013 and 2019 are negative, indicating that the distribution of solar radiation data for these years is flatter compared to a normal distribution, suggesting a lower degree of peakedness. This may imply significant variability in solar radiation, with considerable differences in radiation levels at different locations and times. A statistical analysis of street view sampling points reveals that the number of locations with reduced solar radiation is 25,749, accounting for 76.57% of the total, while the number of locations with increased radiation is 7877, representing 23.43% of the total. These data distribution characteristics indicate an overall decreasing trend in solar radiation. This information is also useful for understanding the variations in solar radiation distribution across different areas and times within the city.

Table 2. Data distribution of solar radiation in different years (Wh/m$^2$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>May</th>
<th>June</th>
<th>July</th>
<th>August</th>
<th>September</th>
<th>October</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2013mean</td>
<td>2661.77975</td>
<td>2667.53364</td>
<td>2684.58175</td>
<td>2708.04279</td>
<td>2653.12583</td>
<td>2463.95974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019mean</td>
<td>2350.05814</td>
<td>2342.77586</td>
<td>2360.06397</td>
<td>2381.18663</td>
<td>2318.69478</td>
<td>2131.96764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013s.d.</td>
<td>1128.86878</td>
<td>1131.30304</td>
<td>1139.67661</td>
<td>1155.9294</td>
<td>1160.50752</td>
<td>1164.395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019s.d.</td>
<td>1024.75642</td>
<td>1022.5102</td>
<td>1030.35425</td>
<td>1043.9175</td>
<td>1047.22088</td>
<td>1040.27745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013kurt</td>
<td>-0.6259977</td>
<td>-0.5966435</td>
<td>-0.6104043</td>
<td>-0.6692987</td>
<td>-0.7131662</td>
<td>-0.8040673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019kurt</td>
<td>-0.7172593</td>
<td>-0.698126</td>
<td>-0.7063111</td>
<td>-0.7448844</td>
<td>-0.7546643</td>
<td>-0.8028</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4 displays the changing trends of solar radiation in different years. In Figure 4a, we have plotted the curve fitting the changing trends of solar radiation for two years. The $R^2$ value for 2013 is 0.8593, and the $R^2$ value for 2019 is 0.8642. These values indicate that our curve has a high degree of accuracy when fitting solar radiation. We have used the calculated data to draw box plots of radiation levels for each month in the two years in Figure 4b. It can be observed that the overall solar radiation in 2019 is lower than in 2013. From May to October, the average solar radiation in 2013 gradually increases, reaches a peak, and then starts to decrease. Similarly, the average solar radiation in 2019 also exhibits a similar trend, but at a lower overall level.

![Figure 4. Changing trends of solar radiation in the same months of different years. (a). Variation trend of solar radiation; (b). Monthly solar radiation statistics.](image)

### 4.2. Distribution of Solar Radiation in Geographic Space

In Figure 5, we have plotted a comparison of solar radiation between May and October in the years 2013 and 2019. To ensure an intuitive comparison of geographical visualisation, we have used the same data-partitioning intervals. All value ranges are from 0 Wh/m$^2$ to 5000 Wh/m$^2$. As a result, we can observe that there is a varying degree of reduction in solar radiation during different months in both summer years. The average monthly reduction in summer is 325.713 Wh/m$^2$, with September experiencing the highest reduction of 334.431 Wh/m$^2$ and May the lowest reduction of 311.722 Wh/m$^2$.

In terms of geographical spatial distribution, within the same temporal cross-section, the amount of solar radiation in urban central areas is typically less than that in regions outside the study area. This is due to the high-rise buildings in city centres blocking sunlight, further reducing the duration of direct radiation received by the surrounding streets. Across two temporal cross-sections, the reduction in solar radiation is more significant and apparent in Pudong, located in the southeast, compared to Baoshan, Putuo, and Jiading in the northwest. This is attributed to Pudong being a key area for urban development, receiving more financial investment and undergoing more rapid infrastructural development. Consequently, planting more trees has enhanced the shading effect on the streets. In contrast, the solar radiation in central urban areas like Yangpu, Hongkou, Jing’an, Huangpu, and Xuhui has not significantly decreased. This is because these central districts, being prioritised for development, have not seen substantial changes in their established urban architecture and vegetation growth.
4.3. Distribution and Trend of Solar Radiation Variations in Geography

We calculated the solar radiation in the urban space for both years and then calculated the difference in solar radiation at each street view collection point. In Figure 6a, we analyse the change data of solar radiation during the geographical visualisation process. The results show that the closer one is to the urban outskirts, the more likely it is that solar radiation will decrease. However, in the city centre areas, there may even be cases where solar radiation increases.

In Figure 6b, we have quantified and visualised the differences in solar radiation. The number of street view points with reduced solar radiation is represented in green, while the number of street view points with increased solar radiation is represented in red. Since there are more green street view points than red ones, it indicates that areas with decreased solar radiation outnumber those with increased solar radiation in the overall collection of street view points. We found that the overall distribution of the difference in solar radiation scores is normally distributed, in line with the fundamentals of statistics. To intuitively compare the results, we reversed the direction of the y-axis for the reduction in solar radiation and displayed it with a cool colour scheme. The results show that the decrease in solar radiation is mainly concentrated between 0 Wh/m² and −2000 Wh/m², while the increase in solar radiation is concentrated between 0 Wh/m² and 1000 Wh/m². Although there are areas in the city where solar radiation has increased, the proportion of reduced solar radiation is greater. The overall solar radiation in the city is decreasing, and
the vegetation shading and infrastructure construction in this city are relatively rapid, with significant changes.

Figure 6. Geographic spatial distribution and trend of solar radiation changes in two years.

What of the spatial distribution of solar radiation in Shanghai? Inspired by the results of the solar radiation difference, we became interested in the change pattern of radiation intensity from the inner to the outer city. Is the reduction in solar radiation greater in the inner city or the outer city? Taking our selected research area as an example, we used the geometric centre of all the street view collection points as the centre of the circles and drew 13 concentric circles with a 1.5-km interval. The innermost circle has a radius of 1.5 km, and the radius of each subsequent circle increases by 1.5 km. We aggregated and averaged the solar radiation difference scores within the concentric circles to discover the spatial changes in solar radiation within the inner and outer city. In Figure 7, we draw a demonstration diagram. This demonstration diagram can cover most of the city’s street view collection points.

In Figure 8a, we can compare the mean solar radiation of each ring. Overall, except for the innermost 1.5 km, the mean solar radiation in the remaining rings in 2019 is lower than that in 2013. This indicates that the decrease in urban solar radiation has a linear consistency in both the inner and outer urban spaces. This reflects the city’s construction strategy during these six years, with the greening and shading effect being stronger in rings closer to the outer city. This also reflects the city’s historical development process as a highly modernised inner city, currently undergoing an expansion phase from the central area outwards.

We have depicted in Figure 8b the variances in solar radiation across different urban zones, illustrating the trend of solar radiation from the inner to the outer city. The X-axis represents the distance from the inner to the outer city, while the Y-axis indicates the difference in solar radiation between two years. A regression line was drawn based on these two observed values, correlating the independent and dependent variables. However, the confidence band reveals a deceleration in the reduction trend of solar radiation in the last five urban zones. The slope of this line is \(-41.51\), with an intercept of \(-52.11\). Thus, in comparison to the solar radiation variation within a 1.5 km radius of the city centre, for every additional 1.5 km spread outward, the solar radiation decreases by an additional 79.66%. The results indicate that, as the distance from the city centre increases, the reduction effect on street-level solar radiation also intensifies.
Figure 7. A statistical diagram of solar radiation changes, with concentric circles centred on the city centre of Shanghai. Using the centre of the study area’s shape as the midpoint, 13 concentric circles with incremental radii of 1.5 km are drawn. For each concentric circle area, the solar radiation amounts in the urban space are summarised and averaged.

Figure 8. Solar radiation change trends. (a) Bar chart of solar radiation amounts at different distances from city centre; (b) line chart of solar radiation changes at different distances from city centre.
5. Discussion

5.1. Interannual Differences in Street View Data and Data Quality

In our research, we employed street view images from different years to assist in understanding the potential limitations and impacts of the data. When collecting street view images from various years, we used the same resolution of $1024 \times 512$ pixels. The street views from both years were all panoramic images, facilitating their conversion into fisheye images for analysis without the need to consider the angle of capture. This ensured the uniformity of data quality. We were unable to obtain street view data from specific months at will, as the timing of the data collection by map service providers is beyond our control. Therefore, we relaxed the time constraints, limiting the collection period to May through October. This approach guaranteed that the tree growth cycle was not in the leaf-falling stage. The method we employed for analysis involved converting panoramic images into fisheye images, with the most significant natural influencing factors being changes in plant growth and the consequent sky obstruction. These also became the main factors affecting shadow and solar radiation. Due to the consistency of the street view data, our analytical method was able to accommodate these interannual differences.

Interannual variations in street view data could also potentially have a certain impact. For example, despite the use of images with the same pixel resolution and panoramic images that do not differentiate angles, different models of panoramic cameras used in different years might result in inconsistencies in image white balance and colour temperature processing. This could lead to varying degrees of processing precision by deep learning networks in predictions across different datasets. Another example is the difference in leaf growth seasons for plants; leaves may grow differently in different months, which could inevitably have a slight impact on measurements of solar radiation. These issues could be addressed in the future by waiting for map service providers to offer more consistent data sources, as well as through improvements in data preprocessing steps and other solutions.

5.2. Summary of the Phenomenon and Implications for Development Policy

This study aims to explore the spatial distribution and trends of solar radiation in urban areas. Our results reveal that, in terms of temporal distribution, the overall average solar radiation on streets in 2019 decreased by 12.34% compared to 2013. The greatest decrease occurred in October, at 13.47%, while the smallest decrease was in May, at 11.71%. A statistical analysis of street view sampling points indicates that the quantity of locations experiencing reduced solar radiation was 76.57%, while those with increased radiation accounted for 23.43%. Spatially, for every additional 1.5 km distance from the city centre, solar radiation decreased by 79.66%. Hence, over time, solar radiation generally shows a decreasing trend, and the variations in solar radiation in urban streets differ significantly between regions. Furthermore, the Pudong area in the southeast, a key urban development zone, exhibited a more pronounced decrease in solar radiation, which is associated with its economic investment and the pace of infrastructure construction. The decline in solar radiation was more evident in the urban periphery, whereas the central urban area even experienced an increase in solar radiation. By analysing the differences in solar radiation across various distance bands, we found a negative correlation between the distance from the city centre and the level of reduction in solar radiation. However, in the last five distance bands, the trend of decreasing urban solar radiation showed signs of slowing down.

This study reveals the spatio-temporal relationship between urban spatial development and solar radiation. This provides useful insights for the practice of urban development policies.

1. Urban development policies need to emphasise the balance between greening and infrastructure construction. The shading effect of greenery can lower urban temperatures and alleviate the urban heat island effect. However, tree canopies may also hinder ventilation and contribute to the accumulation of emissions, affecting quality of life. We recommend rationally planning urban ventilation corridors, considering the impact of ventilation coefficients on cooling. Therefore, in the process of urban...
planning and development, it is crucial to consider the relationship between urban buildings, infrastructure, and greenery, and to correctly select parameters such as the location and spacing of trees, in order to maintain both the ecological environment and the comfort of human living conditions.

2. Urban planning should fully consider the impact of solar radiation on renewable energy. With the development of cities and the growth of populations, the demand for energy is continuously increasing. Therefore, improving the utilisation rate of renewable energy is particularly important. By rationally arranging road solar photovoltaic power generation facilities to charge electric vehicles in transit, solar energy resources can be fully utilised, thereby enhancing the efficiency of solar energy use [47]. Additionally, the research findings have a certain reference value for architectural design and the selection of building materials. Based on the identification results, it is possible to provide early warnings for the energy consumption of buildings in specific areas, thereby achieving the goals of energy conservation and emission reduction.

3. The practice of urban development policies should emphasise the coordination of internal and external urban development. The research results indicate that the reduction in solar radiation increases with the distance from the city centre, suggesting a potential imbalance between internal and external urban development. Therefore, policymakers should focus on the coordinated development of internal and external areas, rationally allocating urban resources and infrastructure. By reducing the solar radiation in city centres, the heat island effect can be mitigated, achieving overall sustainable urban development. The research results hold significant theoretical and practical value for guiding urban planning and construction, optimising urban infrastructure, and promoting sustainable urban development.

4. Considering the specific applications of solar radiation in urban streets, solar radiation impacts not only the overall energy consumption and environmental temperature of cities but also directly influences residents' comfort and the conduct of outdoor activities. High-intensity solar radiation can lead to excessively high street temperatures, affecting pedestrians' comfort and health, and may even restrict the duration and frequency of outdoor activities. To address these issues, urban planning should consider the reasonable layout of shading facilities in street design, such as tree canopies, awnings, and pavilions, to reduce areas directly exposed to sunlight. Additionally, studying the heating effects of solar radiation on different materials can guide the selection of appropriate building and paving materials to lower street temperatures. Furthermore, optimising the spacing and orientation of buildings can enhance urban ventilation and lighting conditions, thereby improving the outdoor activity environment. These measures can not only improve the quality of life for residents but also promote the sustainable development of cities.

5.3. The Scientific Contribution of the Practical Approach

On a technical level, this study utilises the trajectory of the sun and deep learning technology to calculate street-level solar radiation, significantly enhancing the efficiency of solar radiation computation. From a data perspective, by calculating street solar radiation using street view images from different years, this research methodology helps to reveal the trend of solar radiation changes during the urban development process. This approach can uncover the speed and scale of urban development, and further contribute to the discussion of impacts in aspects of urban planning, photovoltaic power generation, and improvements in the urban thermal environment. Methodologically, the research employs an equidistant concentric circle analysis method to study the pattern of changes in urban solar radiation across different-distance zones. Through the analysis of concentric circle solar radiation variation statistics, centred on downtown Shanghai, it reveals a consistent linearity in the reduction in solar radiation from the inner city to the suburbs, reflecting the historical development process of urban expansion from the central area outward. Analytically, the study combines solar radiation with Geographic Information Systems (GIS) to achieve a
spatial visualisation of solar radiation differences. This visualisation technique aids in more intuitively presenting the geographical distribution characteristics and changing patterns of solar radiation, enabling researchers and decision-makers to more easily comprehend the actual situation of urban spatial perception.

Finally, by comparing radiation differences across different geographic areas, we can identify issues and shortcomings in urban development, providing strong support for optimising urban planning and enhancing the quality of life for residents. Therefore, this study’s practical method makes significant scientific contributions in the field of urban science, offering new perspectives and methodologies for studying urban spatial radiation and aiding in advancing urban science research.

5.4. Research Limitations

This study has certain limitations, and we aim to propose solutions for these constraints. Firstly, the research only examines two points in time: 2013 and 2019. This may not fully capture the long-term trends of urban solar radiation. Although the framework proposed in this study is limited by the street view data collection periods, it is possible to seek alternatives such as using multi-source data from remote sensing to calculate the long-term trends of solar radiation. Secondly, this study only explores the case of Shanghai and does not consider other cities, which may limit the applicability of the research findings to other urban areas. Future solutions could involve expanding the study to include more cities to test the generalisability of the results. Lastly, while this study reveals trends in urban spatial solar radiation changes, it is necessary to further investigate the specific causes behind these changes and their impact on the urban ecological environment. Future related research could combine analyses of urban historical development policies and infrastructure construction processes to provide a deeper interpretation of the changing trends.

In future research, we could also consider introducing more factors related to urban development, such as population density, traffic flow, and types of land cover, to reveal their interactions with urban solar radiation. Additionally, we could attempt to use more complex mathematical models and machine learning methods to improve the accuracy of predictions regarding changes in urban solar radiation. This would bring a more comprehensive and in-depth understanding to the field of urban science and offer strong support for sustainable urban development.

6. Conclusions

Solar radiation in urban streets is a significant characteristic of urban space, substantially impacting human welfare and urban development. However, previous studies have predominantly evaluated solar radiation from a unified time snapshot or a holistic urban perspective, focusing on its characteristics [15,52,53]. The temporal and spatial variations of street-level solar radiation have not been adequately addressed. Street view images can record a continuous sequence of changes in streets from a pedestrian’s perspective. This feature has not been fully utilised in the computation of solar radiation. In this study, we investigated the temporal and spatial changes of solar radiation within a city, based on street view images from the same location at different times. Specifically, this allowed us to reveal the characteristics of solar radiation distribution across different time dimensions. The results showed a consistent pattern of decreased solar radiation in urban spaces, with a linear increase from inner to outer city areas, reflecting urban construction strategies over these six years. The outskirts of Shanghai showed stronger effects of greenery shading, indicative of Shanghai’s status as a highly modernised inner city undergoing expansion from the central area outwards.

This work leverages a plethora of street-level images to observe variations in solar radiation across a city, offering decision-makers a free and efficient method to capture urban changes and predict future solar radiation. We believe this approach has great potential for extension to other urban studies, providing longer-term planning guidance and predictions
for cities in different types and stages of development. This will also aid researchers in understanding patterns of urban evolution, contributing to sustainable urban design and planning.
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